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New Papers
• N4647 is the current working draft for the Module TS. It replaces N4637.
• N4648 is this Editor’s Report.

Notable Changes to Issues and Papers Moved
Applied resolution for Module Issue #8 from P0582R0.

Notable Editorial Changes
• Referenced N4640 as the C++ standards (Working Draft from the pre-Kona mailing)
• Removed mentions of “namespace partition” in the editorial instructions of section 3.3.6, reported by Jens Maurer.
• Corrected typographical errors in paragraphs 3.5/2, 3.5/8, and 7.7.1/2 as reported by Jens Maurer.
• Removed editorial instructions from the subsections in 7.7, reported by Jens Maurer.
• Added an additional example to paragraph 7.7.1/2
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